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UBJECTIVIST’S dominant victory in the Gold Cup at

Royal Ascot was without doubt the most eye-catching

performance of the meeting, with the four-year-old

adding the week’s blue riband race to his already impressive CV. 

The multiple Group winner, owned by Dr Jim Walker, gained

his first Pattern success a year ago at Hamilton Park in the

Glasgow Stakes, a Listed race. This year’s renewal of the

contest is scheduled for the evening of July 16.

Although it is known as the Glasgow Stakes, the race was not

named after Scotland’s biggest city, but after the 19th century

owner-breeder Lord Glasgow who owned Glasgow Paddocks in

Doncaster, which for many years hosted Tattersalls’ sales. The

lord also gave his name to the Glasgow House racing yard in

Middleham, where Chris Fairhurst now trains. 

The race was first run at York during May’s Dante Festival

and was regarded as a Derby trial. Winners included the likes of

Commander In Chief, who won in 1993 and went on to win the

Epsom Classic the following month.

It was last run at York in 2004 and in 2006 the race moved to

Hamilton Park, which seems appropriate as the track is a short

distance from Glasgow. It was again regarded as a Derby trial

and staged during the Braveheart meeting in May at the

Lanarkshire track. The first winner at its new home was the Sir

Michael Stoute-trained Tam Lin who went on to race in the

United States, winning three times at Belmont Park.

But it was then farmed consecutively for four years from

2007 by Mark Johnston, who first won it with Boscobel (who

went on to Royal Ascot glory in the Group 2 King Edward VII

Stakes), and followed up with Captain Webb, Parthenon and

lastly Corsica, who went onto Group 3 success in the Bahrain

Trophy at Newmarket.

In 2011 the race was opened to fillies and moved to July, and

the new date in the calendar for the 11-furlong contest for three-

year-olds has proved to be a great success. The Johnston team

won the race again in 2013 with the versatile Maputo, who

confirmed his class by winning a Group 3 at the Curragh and

then found further success over hurdles under trainer John

Ferguson. 

HAT was not the only time that a horse has run in the

Glasgow Stakes and gone on to glory over the jumps:

Aspire Tower was third in the 2019 race, then went on

to win numerous Graded hurdle races in Ireland. And the Alan

King-trained Tritonic, who finished second behind Subjectivist

last year, went on to win top-level hurdle races at Ascot and

Kempton Park before finishing a worthy fifth in this year’s

Triumph Hurdle at Cheltenham.

The Listed contest has seen other equine stars use the race as

a stepping-stone to Group race glory. The 2011 winner Hunter’s

Light was a multiple Group 1 winner in Dubai. The Luca

Cumani-trained Postponed, winner in 2014, has claimed wins in

the Great Voltiguer, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth

Diamond Stakes, Coronation Cup, Juddmonte International and

the Sheema Classic. 

The 2016 winner, Ventura Storm, found group success at

Deauville. Roger Varian trained the winner in 2017, Defoe, who

subsequently won the Jockey Club Stakes at Newmarket,

Epsom’s Coronation Cup and the Hardwicke Stakes at Royal

Ascot. The Mark Johnston-trained Frankuus finished behind
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Defoe that evening at Hamilton, but found Group 3 success

soon after in the Rose of Lancaster Stakes at Haydock. The

2018 winner, Raymond Tusk, claimed international glory by

winning the Gran Premio del Jockey Club Italiano at San Siro.

With that impressive record of winners, could the race be

upgraded to a Group 3 in future and become Scotland’s only

.   the Glasgow Stakes

other Group race along with the Firth of Clyde Stakes run at

Ayr? It would be nice to see the Lanarkshire track rewarded for

all their hard work since staging the race.

So as we look forward to the 2021 renewal of the Glasgow

Stakes later this month, will the Johnston team have further

success with one of their three-year-olds?  

Johnston Racing – Previous winners of the Glasgow Stakes

Year Horse Owner Jockey

2007 Boscobel Sheikh Mohammed J Fanning

2008 Captain Webb
Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed
G Fairley

2009 Parthenon
Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed
G Fairley

2010 Corsica
Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed
J Fanning

2013 Maputo
Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed
J Fanning

2020 Subjectivist Dr Jim Walker J Fanning

Maputo won in 2013

Subjectivist in 2020


